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Extrema in transition energies resulting not in satellites but in dips within spectral lines
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The paper deals with a frequently encountered situation where the energy difference between the terms
involved in a radiative transition, being plotted versus the radiator-perturber separation, shows extrema. The
paradigm, based on 30 years of theoretical and experimental studies, is that the extrema in the transition energy
result insatellitesin spectral line profiles. In this Rapid Communication we show that thisparadigm breaks
down: the extrema in the transition energy can also result indips in spectral line profiles. Moreover, we
demonstrate that if the extremum in the transition energy is due to thecharge exchange, its spectral signature
most probably should be a diprather than a satellite.

PACS number~s!: 52.70.Kz, 32.70.Jz, 52.25.Rv
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that the shape of spectral lines of a ra
ating atom/ion~radiator! in a gas or in a plasma depends
the energy terms of the combined quantum syst
‘ ‘radiator1perturber~s!. ’ ’ Frequently the energy difference
between the terms involved in the radiative transition, be
plotted versus the radiator-perturber separation, shows
trema. This situation has been studied for over 30 years,
theoretically and experimentally~see, e.g.,@1–11# and refer-
ence therein!. The paradigm based on these studies is that
extrema in the transition energy result insatellitesin spectral
line profiles@1–11#.

In this Rapid Communication we show that the extrema
the transition energy can also result indips in spectral line
profiles. Moreover, we demonstrate that for the practica
important case where the extremum in the transition ene
is due to thecharge exchange, its spectral signaturemost
probably should be a diprather than a satellite.

This kind of dip has some limited similarity with the di
in the hydrogen line Ha observed in a gas-liner pinch@12#.
We discuss in detail several prospective pairs ‘‘radiat
perturber’’ for observing this phenomenon in lines of hydr
genlike ions.

II. SPECTRAL INTENSITY CORRESPONDING TO AN
EXTREMUM IN THE TRANSITION ENERGY

We consider a radiative transition between two terms c
responding to some Stark component. We use atomic u
and therefore employ the same notationf (R) for both the
transition energy and the transition frequency;R is the dis-
tance between the radiator and the perturbing atom or
We denote asg(R) the area-normalized probability distribu
tion of the quantityR. In the quasistatic approximation, th
area-normalized profileI (Dv) of the Stark component ver
sus the detuningDv from the unperturbed frequencyv0 is
usually given by
PRE 621063-651X/2000/62~3!/3067~4!/$15.00
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I ~Dv!5E
0

`

dR G~R!d@Dv2 f ~R!#,

~1!
G~R!5g~R!J~R!/J~`!,

whereJ(R) is a frequency-integrated relative intensity of th
Stark component.

We consider a vicinity of some particular distanceR0
corresponding to a small part of the component pro
aroundDv05 f (R0). In a relatively simple case wheref (R)
does not have an extremum atR5R0 , from Eq. ~1! one
usually obtains

I ~Dv0!5G~R0!/u f 8~R0!u. ~2!

However, if f (R) has an extremum atR5R0 , so that the
first derivativef 8(R) vanishes, then Eq.~2! as well as Eq.~1!
at Dv5Dv0 becomes inapplicable. Physically this mea
that some feature in the profile may arise in the vicinity
Dv0 . For obtaining a finite value ofI (Dv0), one should
allow for additional broadening mechanisms and substit
thed function in Eq.~1! by a more realistic profile, such as
Lorentzian or a Gaussian. For example, for the Lorentz
having a full width at half maximum~FWHM! g, as shown
in Sec. 3.3.2 of the book@13#, the intensityI (Dv0) becomes

I ~Dv0!'G~R0!E
2`

`

d~R2R0!@g/~2p!#/$~g/2!2

1@ f 9~R0!/2#2~R2R0!4%

5G~R0!$2/@gu f 9~R0!u#%1/2. ~3!

Result~3! is obtained under the assumption that the fun
tion G(R) is the slowest out of two factors in the integran
The validity of this assumption will be analyzed later on.

III. RESULTS FOR EXTREMA CAUSED BY AN AVOIDED
CROSSING

We are interested primarily in the situation where an e
tremum in the energy difference between an upper terma
R3067 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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and a lower terma0 is caused by an avoided crossing of t
radiator’s terma with some perturber’s terma8. We denote
as f 2(R) the transition frequency between theoriginal terms
a and a0 at R<R0 and asf 1(R) the transition frequency
between theoriginal terms a8 and a0 at R>R0 . Here by
‘‘original’’ we mean the terms as they would be if the term
a and a8 would not be coupled and therefore would cro
~Fig. 1!.

In the vicinity of R5R0 , as a result of the avoided cros
ing, there occurs a transition of the energy difference fr
f 2(R0) to f 1(R0) as well as a transition of the slope fro
f 28 (R0) to f 18 (R0). If f 28 (R0) and f 18 (R0) have the opposite
signs, the avoided crossing causes an extremum in
energy/frequency difference~Fig. 1!.

Combining Eqs.~2! and ~3!, it is easy to calculate the
ratio of the true intensityI (Dv0) to the original intensity
I 0(Dv0) ~that is, the intensityI 0(Dv0) which would be if it
were no coupling of thea anda8 terms!:

I ~Dv0!/I 0~Dv0!5u f 28 ~R0!u$2/@gu f 9~R0!u#%1/2. ~4!

Here we come to the followingcentral point. From Eq.~4! it
is clear that if u f 28 (R0)u would be relatively large and/o
gu f 9(R0)u would be relatively small, we would hav
I (Dv0)/I 0(Dv0).1, thus indicating the formation of a pea
~satellite!. However, if u f 28 (R0)u is relatively small and/or
gu f 9(R0)u is relatively large, we haveI (Dv0)/I 0(Dv0)
,1, thus indicating the formation of adip, rather than a
satellite. This resultdisproves the existing paradigmin ac-
cordance to which any extremum in the transition ener
frequency could manifest only as a satellite.

FIG. 1. Transition energiesf 2(R)5Ea2Eao and f 1(R)5Ea8
2Eao versus the radiator-perturber separationR, plotted in a vicin-
ity dR of an avoided crossing of the perturber’s terma8 with the
radiator’s terma at R5R0 in the course of the radiative transitio
from the terma to the terma0 . The transition energyf 2(R) actu-
ally occupies a band of a widthg ~shown by dashed lines! con-
trolled primarily by the dynamical broadening caused by elect
and ion microfields in a plasma. The radiator’s transition ene
modified by the avoided crossing is shown by the bold line. In
interval dR, the transition energy has two branches, correspond
to the fact that the wave function of the radiator’s term in th
interval is a linear combination of wave functions of two differe
energies.
he

/

Physically, the above findings can be illustrated as f
lows. Let us consider again the starting formula~1! for
I (Dv), but with thed-function substituted by a more realis
tic profile ~e.g., by the Voigt profile!. If the extremum in the
transition energy/frequency is ‘‘gradual’’@i.e., u f 9(R0)u is
relatively small#, then in the course of integration overR
aroundR0 , the frequency remains in the vicinity ofDv0
‘‘longer’’ than at the absence of the extremum. Therefo
more intensity gets accumulated atDv0 than it would be at
the absence of the extremum, thus resulting in a peak~satel-
lite!. However, if the extremum in the transition energ
frequency is ‘‘sharp’’@i.e., u f 9(R0)u is relatively large#, then
in the course of integration overR aroundR0 , the frequency
remains in the vicinity ofDv0 ‘‘shorter’’ than at the absence
of the extremum. Therefore, less intensity gets accumula
at Dv0 than it would be at the absence of the extremum, th
resulting in a dip.

The absolute value of the second derivativef 9(R0) can be
estimated as

f 9~R0!'@ f 18 ~R0!2 f 28 ~R0!#/dR, ~5!

wheredR is the interval where there occurs the convers
of the original radiator’s terma into a8. The intervaldR can
be found from the following considerations.

Due to the dynamical broadening by electron and ion m
crofields in a plasma and the radiative broadening~the latter
resulting in a ‘‘natural’’ width!, the radiator has a finite life-
time 1/g. Consequently, the transition energy of the radia
actuallyoccupies a band of the widthg ~see Fig. 1!. There-
fore, it is easy to find that

dR5g/u f 18 ~R0!2 f 28 ~R0!u. ~6!

Thus, the ratioI (Dv0)/I 0(Dv0) can be represented in th
form

I ~Dv0!/I 0~Dv0!521/2u f 28 ~R0!/@ f 18 ~R0!2 f 28 ~R0!#u.
~7!

Clearly, the right-hand side of Eq.~7! is controlled by the
inverse value of therelative change of the derivative of th
transition energyat the crossing and does not depend on
dynamical widthg. If the relative change of this derivative i
small, there forms a satellite. However, if the relative chan
of this derivative is large, we find again that theexisting
paradigm breaks down: there forms adip ~rather than a
satellite!.

IV. RESULTS FOR AVOIDED CROSSINGS DUE TO
CHARGE EXCHANGE IN PLASMAS

From now on we focus specifically at the avoided cro
ings in the system of two Coulomb centers~dicenters! ZeZ8.
We would like to remind that terms of the dicenter m
indeed cross: the well-known noncrossing rule@14# is inap-
plicable because the system possesses an algebraic sym
higher than the geometrical symmetry@15#. However, due to
the charge exchange some of the crossings transform
avoided crossings@16,17#.

We consider a radiative transition in a hydroge
hydrogenlike atom/ion of the nuclear chargeZ at the pres-
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ence of the nearest perturber which is a fully stripped ion
the chargeZ8ÞZ located at the distanceR. The upper~term
a! and the lower~term a0) states involved in the radiativ
transition have the principal quantum numbersn and n0 ,
respectively. At some distanceR0 , a Z term of the principal
quantum numbern ~terma! experiences an avoided crossin
with a Z8 term of the principal quantum numbern8 ~term
a8).

We are going to show that when an extremum in
transition energy is due to a charge-exchange-caused avo
crossing, which occurs at a relatively large distance

R@max~n2/Z,n82/Z8!, ~8!

thenpractically always it results in a dipin the profile of the
corresponding Stark component of the spectral line, ra
than in a satellite. In other words, we are going to show t
in this situation, practically always we hav
I (Dv0)/I 0(Dv0),1.

Indeed, condition~8! allows to treat separately a set ofZ
terms~perturbed by theZ8 ion! and a set ofZ8 terms~per-
turbed by theZ ion! as well as to use 1/R expansion for the
transition energiesf 2(R) and f 1(R). In this way, we find
the following first nonvanishing terms for the derivatives
the transition energies:

f 28 ~R!523Z8~nq2n0q0!/~ZR3!,
~9!

F18 ~R!52~Z82Z!/R223~n8q8Z/Z82n0q0Z8/Z!/R3.

Here, q5n12n2, q05n012n02, q85n182n28 are electric
quantum numbers expressed via the corresponding para
quantum numbers.

It is seen from Eq.~9! that, given condition~8!, the abso-
lute value of the slope off 1(R) is much greater than th
absolute value of the slope off 2(R). Further, we substitute
expressions~9! in Eq. ~7! and obtain

I ~Dv0!/I 0~Dv0!'@21/23Z8/~ZR0!#u~nq2n0q0!/~Z2Z8!u.
~10!

Thus, in view of condition~8!, we have indeed proven th
above statement thatI (Dv0)/I 0(Dv0)!1, which means the
formation of a dip. We call this charge exchange caused
an ‘‘x dip.’’

Result ~10! is applicable to the Stark components ofnq
2n0q0Þ0 ~i.e., for lateral Stark components, which cons
tute the majority of the components!. For the Stark compo-
nents ofnq2n0q050 ~central components!, a similar result
could be also obtained.

As a measure of the ‘‘contrast’’ of thex dips, we intro-
duce a quantity called ‘‘visibility’’ defined as follows:

V[U12F I kJk~`!1(
iÞk

I 0,iJi~`!G Y (
all i

I 0,iJi~`!U
'U~12I k/I 0k!Y F (

all i
Ji~`!/Jk~`!GU. ~11!

HereI kJk(`) is the intensity of the Stark component numb
k at Dv5Dv0 , in whose profile thex dip occurs;I 0,iJi(`)
f
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is the original intensity of the Stark component numberi of
this spectral line atDv5Dv0 .

V. DENSITY RANGE FOR OBSERVING x FEATURES

There are upper and lower limits which determine t
range of electron densities, where thex features can be ob
served. The upper limitNe

upper physically comes from the
condition that the dynamical broadening should not be
large as to wash out thex feature. Mathematically, for the
derivation ofI (Dv0) in Sec. II to be valid, it is required tha
the characteristic intervalDRG of a significant change of the
‘‘slow’’ function G(R) would be greater than the characte
istic interval DRg of a significant change of the ‘‘fast’’
quasi-Lorentzian. SinceDRg5dR, the requirementDRg
,DRG translates into the condition

g,u f 18 ~R0!2 f 28 ~R0!u/@2G~Rpeak!#, ~12!

whereRpeak is the location of the peak ofG(R).

The lower limit of electron densitiesNe
lower physically

comes from the requirement that the crossing distanceR0
should not differ too much from the most probable interp
turber distance@otherwise,R0 would belong to a very low-
weight part of the functionG(R)#. More rigorously, the ratio
of the original intensity of the Stark component atDv0 to its
peak intensity should exceed certain threshold what can
written, using Eqs.~1! and ~2!, as

G~R0!u f 28 ~R0!u21/@G~Rpeak!u f 28 ~Rpeak!u21#.e, ~13!

where, say,e;0.1. We note that for relatively largeZ ~typi-
cally, for Z>8), the dynamical width is relatively small, s
that condition~13! controls both the lower and the uppe
limits of the density range.

VI. FUTURE EXPERIMENTAL APPLICATIONS

For applying our theory to particularZeZ8 systems it is
important to use the following selection rule for the char
exchange in such systems. For eachZ8 term (n18 ,n28 ,m8),
the charge exchange, also manifested as an avoided cros
is possible with no more than oneZ term, namely: either
with theZ term of the following parabolic quantum numbe
@16,17#

n15n18 , m5m8, n25n2n182um8u21 ~14!

or not at all, if the set (n1 ,n2 ,m) given by Eq.~14! does not
correspond to anyZ term. Physically, this selection rule fol
lows from the picture of the charge exchange as the co
sponding interaction of states in two adjacent potential w
~one is centered at the chargeZ, another at the chargeZ8)
and from the fact that for such interaction to be possible,
radial wave functions of these states should have the s
number of nodes@16,17#.

Now we provide examples of prospectiveZeZ8 systems
for observations ofx dips in laser-produced plasmas of mu
ticharged ions, resulting from extrema in the transition e
ergy of radiators. In our calculations we took into accou
both the electron and ion dynamical broadenings; the
dynamical contribution was calculated using analytical
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sults of paper@18#. The first example concerns theLb line of
OVIII (Z58, l0516.0 Å) perturbed by fully stripped
Si(Z8514). Avoided crossings of some of theZ58 terms of
n53 with some of theZ8514 terms ofn855 occur in a
vicinity of R0'16. This distance is about nine times grea
than the sizen82/Z8 of the largest out of the two separa
states (Z,n) and (Z8,n8). More specifically, the avoided
crossing of the (Z,n) term of q522 with the (Z8,n8) term
of q8524 results in extrema in the transition energy of t
radiator. Applying our formulas from Sec. IV, we find th
this crossing should translate into a dip of the visibilityV
'25%. The dip is located atDl'3.7 mÅ ~i.e., on the red
side!. In addition, the avoided crossing of the (Z,n) term of
q521 with the (Z8,n8) term of q8523 also results in
extrema in the transition energy of the radiator. Applying o
formulas from Sec. IV, we find that this crossing shou
translate into a dip of the visibilityV'9%. The dip is lo-
cated atDl'1.8 mÅ ~i.e., on the red side!. Using the results
of Sec. V, we obtain the range of densities where these twx
dips could be observed~for T;500 eV): Ne

upper;7
31021 cm23, Ne

lower;131019 cm23.
The second suggestion deals with theLg line of Na XI

(Z511, l058.03 Å) perturbed by fully stripped Cl (Z8
517). Avoided crossings of some of theZ511 terms ofn
e

rb

s.
r

r

54 with some of theZ8517 terms ofn856 occur in a
vicinity of R0'25. This distance is about 12 times grea
than the sizen82/Z8 of the largest out of the two separa
states (Z,n) and (Z8,n8). More specifically, the avoided
crossing of the (Z,n) term of q522 with the (Z8,n8) term
of q8524 results in extrema in the transition energy of t
radiator. Applying our formulas from Sec. IV, we find tha
this crossing should translate into a dip of the visibilityV
'13%. The dip is located atDl'4.4 mÅ, ~i.e., on the red-
side!. In addition, the avoided crossing of the (Z,n) term of
q523 with the (Z8,n8) term of q8525 also results in
extrema in the transition energy of the radiator. Applying o
formulas from Sec. IV, we find that this crossing shou
translate into a dip of the visibilityV'10%. The dip is
located atDl'6.5 mÅ ~i.e., on the red side!. Using the re-
sults of Sec. V, we obtain the range of densities where th
two x dips could be observed~for T;800 eV): Ne

upper;2
31022 cm23, Ne

lower;231020 cm23.
Finally, we emphasize that the phenomenon ofx dips is of

a great physical interest from both theoretical and exp
mental viewpoints. The experimental study ofx dips would
serve for producing not-yet-available fundamental data
the charge exchange between multicharged ions, virtually
accessible by other experimental methods.
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